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Abstract
The goal of this research was to discover what kinds of syntactic categories can be
learned using distributional analysis on linear context of words, specifically in child-
directed speech. The idea behind this is that the categories used by children could
very well be different from adult categories. There is some evidence that distribu-
tional analysis could be used for some aspects of language acquisition, though very
strong arguments exist for why it is not enough to acquire grammar. These exper-
iments can help identify what kind of data can be learned from linear context and
statistics only. This paper reports the results of three established automatic syntac-
tic category learning algorithms on a small, edited input set of child-directed speech
from the CHILDES database. Hierarchical clustering, K-Means analysis, and an im-
plementation of a substitution algorithm are all used to assign syntactic categories
to words based on their linear distributional context. Overall, open classes (nouns,
verbs, adjectives) were reliably categorized, and some methods were able to distin-
guish prepositions, adverbs, subjects vs. objects, and verbs by subcategorization
frame. The main barrier standing between these methods and human-like categoriza-
tion is the inability to deal with the ambiguity that is omnipresent in natural language
and poses an important problem for future models of syntactic category acquisition.
Thesis Supervisor: Robert C. Berwick
Title: Professor of Computational Linguistics and Computer Science and Engineering
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Chapter 1
Introduction
There is almost no question that children come wired with an astonishing ability
to learn language. At every level it is a difficult task, from picking words out of
continuous speech streams, to mapping words to meanings, to understanding and
finally forming whole, grammatical sentences. Yet all normal children accomplish
these tasks within the first few years of life.
In this paper, I focus on a task in between segmenting words and building sen-
tences: the acquisition of syntactic categories. Specifically, I look at strategies for
learning syntactic categories based on (linear) distributional context only. There are
good arguments that this is not the way that children learn language overall (Berwick
and Chomsky, 2008). However, a better argument is that this is not the only way
in which children learn language, since certain aspects of language seem to require
distributional analysis (see section 2.1.2). My goal in these experiments was to ex-
plore the kind of information about syntactic categories that can be extracted from
linear distributional context. The reason for this open-ended appraoch is that it is
quite possible that the categories that the grammarians and annotators have settled
on aren't necessarily the "basic" ones; it is even more likely that young children ini-
tially assume different categories than adults, which nonetheless still lead to successful
communication. So the main point of this research, though guided by traditional cat-
egories, is to see what kinds of categories can be extracted and whether these kinds
of categories are cognitively plausible.
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Chapter 2
Background and Previous Work
This section gives an overview of current theories and cognitive psychology work
in vocabulary acquisition in children, and describes previous attempts at modeling
syntactic category learning with unsupervised or semi-supervised methods.
2.1 Vocabulary Acquisition in Children
2.1.1 Word Acquisition Strategies
Though children are sensitive to phonological cues to language very early in life
(Jusczyk and Hohne, 1997), it is not until 10-12 months of age that they begin to
associate words with meanings (Stager and Werker, 1997). Once they reach this stage,
they have been shown to be sensitive to a number of cues, both verbal and nonverbal,
that help in vocabulary acquisition. For example, toddlers have a disposition to refer
to things and recognize when others do the same, allowing them to share the others'
focus of attention (Bruner, 1974-1975). 18-month-olds can follow a speaker's gaze to
detect the speaker's focus (Baldwin, 1991). Children are also thought to have certain
biases which help them make hypotheses about meanings given noisy visual input
(Markman, 1990). However, these biases and visual cues alone do not explain all of
vocabulary acquisition; at some point, syntactic cues must step in when there is no
real-word referent. In fact, Gordon (1985) found that toddlers learning English use
syntax to determine whether a noun is mass or count. Starting around age 2, children
also use syntactic context to determine the meanings of novel verbs (Naigles, 1990,
1996).
2.1.2 Statistical Machinery
Although there is no proof that children use statistics on context distributions to
learn language, it has been shown that children (and, to a lesser extent, adults) are
highly sensitive to certain distributional characteristics. Eight-month-old children can
differentiate between syllable pairs that are likely or unlikely to occur after listening to
a few minutes of a continuous, monotone speech stream, even if the syllable pairs were
never explicitly used in the stream (Saffran et al., 1996). Gerken (2004) showed that
while this sensitivity does not extend to long-distance dependencies between syllable
pairs, it does extend to long-distance dependencies between two consonants or two
vowels, provided that they are separated by vowels or consonants, respectively. Her
explanation for this result was that children are sensitive to dependencies between
things that are alike, such as consonants. When two syllables are separated by another
syllable, which is the same kind of thing, they cannot use this built-in machinery.
While no testing has been done on whole-word components, this kind of sensitivity
to statistical patterns in language does give some support to the idea that statistical
learning could be used in the acquisition of syntactic categories.
While these abilities are impressive, there are plenty of arguments for why they
alone cannot account for the whole of language acquisition. While the suggestion in
(Saffran et al., 1996) was that inter-syllabic frequencies could provide cues for word
segmentation from continuous speech, a test of this approach on actual child-directed
speech failed miserably (Yang, 2004). The most obvious reason for this is that, since
so many actual words are monosyllabic, there are few reliable inter-syllabic statistics.
Guasti (2004) brings up the example of negative polarity items such as "ever" as
an English language feature that cannot be learned by distribution alone, since the
contexts in which they appear have a semantic basis rather than a syntactic one.
There is little doubt that there is some kind of domain-specific mechanism at work
Phrase Number of hits on google.com
(a) like to play games on the computer 15,600
(b) like to play games on computers 226
(c) like to play games on a computer 4
Table 2.1: Popularity of certain expressions showing the need for distributional anal-
ysis.
in vocabulary and syntax acquisition. However, the role of distributional learning
should not be discounted entirely. There are still patterns in language that cannot
be explained by syntax alone. In addition to idioms such as "over the top" (acting
like an adjective rather than a prepositional phrase) and "in order to" (acting like
a subordinating conjunction), there are even more stealthy examples of statistics
overriding what would seem to be logical grammatical usage. For example, consider
the statements in Table 2.1. According to intuitions and bolstered by the number of
search results, (a) is the preferred way of expressing the sentiment. However, (b) is
the more grammatically logical way to express the thought. The standard reasons for
using the definite article in (a) do not apply: there is (likely) no specific computer on
which the speaker likes to play games, and will not enjoy doing so on others; there is
no specific computer in context; and there is more than one computer entity in the
world. Whatever the reason, though, English speakers have chosen to express the
thought this way. As many nonnative English speakers have learned the hard way,
definiteness is not always logically predictable.
Because the methods in this paper use linear distributional context only, they
are not able to pick out idioms and other set multi-word expressions as separate
categories. However, statistical methods exist to find collocations in language, and
I will assume that children are able to use something similar to learn these kinds of
expressions and do not address the task here. I reiterate that I make no claims that
distributional information alone is enough to learn syntactic categories. What we can
see is that the machinery to learn statistical dependencies is present in the brain,
that there are some aspects of word acquisition that seem to require distributional
analysis, and that distributional information could be useful for learning some of the
more functional elements of language.
2.2 Previous Work in Clustering Words
The experiments described in this paper use previously documented methods of clus-
tering points in multidimensional space. A general description of these alogirthms
follows in this section, along with a review of previous work in applying them to the
problem of word category learning. The specific ways in which these algorithms were
applied is described in section 3.2.
All three main approaches to automatic category learning define word similarity
as a function of the linear distributional context of a word. This is defined as the
words immediately to the right and left of the target word. How many words are
included, which words are included, and how counts are collected depends on the
specific strategy used. These strategies are detailed in section 3.2. A point of criticism
of this appraoch could be that it would be preferable to use hierarchical context
instead, which would put a word in relation to the phrase types that surround it,
rather than just the words. However, Klein (2005) indicated that, for most practical
purposes, information from linear context is as informative about syntactic category
as information from hierarchical context.
2.2.1 Hierarchical Clustering
Hierarchical clustering is a process of creating a hierarchy of clusters based on sim-
ilarity between data points. In these experiments, I used agglomerative hierarchical
clustering, which is a bottom-up approach where the most similar pair of clusters is
combined at each iteration. The algorithm works by initializing each data point as
its own cluster, then iteratively merging the two most similar clusters, until all data-
points are part of one cluster. The process creates a hierarchy of clusters indicating
levels of similarity, which can be modeled as a dendrogram. The advantage of this
process is that different cutoff levels can be chosen for different levels of similarity;
in category creation, the cutoff can specify the coarseness of the analysis. The main
drawback of this process is that finding the appropriate cutoff level is difficult; there
is no way to find the optimal level in an unsupervised way.
Hierarchical clustering seems like a promising way to capture the degrees of gram-
maticality described in section 2.2.3 (Chomsky, 1955).
While most hierarchical clustering work, as most natural language processing
work, has focused on newspaper text, Redington et al. (1998) have a very compre-
hensive analysis of the effectiveness of hierarchical clustering on child-directed speech.
The authors used a combined corpus of over 2.5 million words from over 3000 adult
speakers from all English sections of the CHILDES database. The authors performed
several experiments, varying the size and composition of the target word set (the
words to cluster), the size and composition of the context word set (the words which
were used in creating the context vectors), the contex window size (how many words
to the right and left were included), the corpus size, sensitivity to frequency of con-
texts, and a few other factors. For all experiments, the authors used the Spearman
rank correlation coefficient as the measure of similarity between two points, and the
average distance between all points as a measure of the distance between two clusters
(see section 3.3 for other options). Their experiments yielded, among others, the
following observations, which influenced the experiments described in Chapter 4.
" Context positions closer to the target word carry more information about the
target word's syntactic category.
" Preceding context is more useful than succeeding context (in English).
" Performance was maximized when the target word set consisted of the 1000
most frequent words (0.04% of the total number of unique words), and dropped
off when more or fewer words were used.
" Performance was maximized when the context word set consisted of the 150
most frequent words (0.006% of the total number of unique words), and de-
creased when the set size was increased or decreased.
* Frequency information for context words is important for good performance.
Many of the experiments in this thesis follow the findings of Redington et al. (1998).
See section 3.2 for details.
Chan (2008) took a different approach, attempting to use hierarchical clustering
to create lexical categories. He accomplished this by combining a hierarchical clus-
tering with a sophisticated morphology learner. The algorithm created very coherent
clusters, particularly for nouns and verbs, but the author had trouble picking a good
cutoff; cutoffs that separated adjectives and nouns also incorrectly split the verb cat-
egory. Apparently adjectives are more similar to nouns than some verbs are to each
other. However, though this was not mentioned in the paper, this could be seen as
a feature of language learning and as evidence that young children may not use the
same grammatical categories that adults do.
2.2.2 K-Means Analysis
K-Means clustering is another iterative method of clustering which aims to partition
all data points into K clusters. The goal of the analysis is to find an assignment such
that each data point belongs to the cluster with the nearest mean. Clustering is done
iteratively, using a version of the expectation-minimization (EM) algorithm until a
maximum-likelihood division of the data is achieved. K-Means analysis suffers from
the same problems as other EM-based algorithms in that it can get stuck at a local
maximum. Because of this, several runs of the analysis are often performed, each
with a random cluster initialization.
Previous Work
Schiitze (1995) is probably the most well-known attempt at using K-Means analysis
to cluster words based on distributional context (specifically, using the Buckshot al-
gorithm). He used the Brown corpus (47,025 surface forms) and a more sophisticated
notion of context to induce 200 and 250 word classes, depending on the strategy. The
learned word classes were matched to standard Penn Treebank tags, and performance
was evaluated on the Brown corpus. Overall the algorithm did a good job recovering
(a) look at the cross-eyed elephant
(b) look at the cross-eyed kindness
(c) look at the cross-eyed from
Table 2.2: Varying degrees of grammaticality.
prepositions, determiners, pronouns, conjunctions, modals, and the posessive marker.
For other categories, such as cardinal numbers and "ing" verbs, performance was
fairly poor. One important thing to note is that the final 16 word classes that were
evaluated were not found automatically using distributional methods, but rather ar-
tifically created using existing Penn Treebank tags.
2.2.3 Substitution-Based Categorization
In his PhD disseratation (Chomsky, 1955), Chomsky introduces the notion of substi-
tutability in particular contexts (word neighbors) as a test for word similarity. By
extension, word categories can be defined by the types of contexts in which they can
appear. (Note that these are contexts the words may appear in, not necessarily con-
texts in which they have been observed.) Of course, if only surface word tokens are
used in defining a context, then substitutability will only work for very simple word
classes. Larger classes, such as "Noun" which combines the words "horse" and "jus-
tice", which usually do not appear in identical contexts, would not be found by direct
substitutability. The solution is to use several levels of substitutability: once the sim-
ple classes have been found, we can disregard the distinction between words belonging
to them. The number of unique possible contexts for each word is reduced, and more
categorization can happen. This approach has a particularly useful characteristic:
it allows for the notion of "degree of grammaticality" that distinguishes between,
for example, ungrammatical (b) and ungrammatical (c) in table 2.2 (examples from
(Chomsky, 1955)).
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Chapter 3
Experimental Setup
In this section I describe the the input data and the variables used in my clustering
experiments. All clustering was performed using the same input dataset: an edited
version of the first 30 transcripts in the Adam corpus, part of the Brown section of
the CHILDES database. The details of these edits are described in section 3.1.
All methods rely on describing word tokens by their linear distributional context.
Following (Klein, 2005), I will refer to the vector describing each word's distributional
context as the word's signature. Although using a hierarchical notion of context rather
than a linear one is tempting due to its seeming linguistic and cognitive basis, in
practice it has been shown that, for most practical purposes, the linear context is just
as informative as a hierarchical context for determining a word's syntactic category
(Klein, 2005). (Although this may be a valid argument for not using the kinds of
methods that rely on linear distributional context to model language acquisition.)
3.1 Input Data -
The input dataset is the aggregate set of grammatical adult utterances taken from
the first 30 files of the 'Adam' corpus of the Brown section in the CHILDES database.
The dataset represents approximately 63 hours of child-adult interaction from when
the child was 2;3 years old to when he was 3;5 years old. The original recordings were
made between October 1962 and December 1963.
Each of the 30 files was edited from the original by removing all child utterances,
comments, and speaker information. Finally, ungrammatical utterances were either
removed or edited under specific circumstances. Examples of the types of utterances
that were removed and the reasoning behind their removal are described below in
section 3.1.1. The edits are described in section 3.1.2. The overall reason for editing
the input is that the experiments were designed to discover what kinds of categories
can be learned from complete, grammatical input, and due to the fact that the original
files are transcripts, many utterances did not fit this description.
The final, edited dataset consisted of 9,911 utterances with an average length
of about 6.5 words. Of the 64,891 total words in the dataset, 2213 were unique,
785 appeared at least 5 times in the 30 edited transcripts, and 490 appeared at
least 10 times. Out of the 785 words which were used at least 5 times, 154 were
so-called "function" words (words belonging to closed classes, such as conjunctions,
prepositions, and pronouns, among others).
This is drastically smaller than any of the datasets used in previous work (Red-
ington et al., 1998; Chan, 2008; Schiitze, 1995). My goal in these experiments was to
see how well each clustering algorithm could do on a small but relatively structured
set.
3.1.1 Removed Utterances
The first 30 files in the 'Adam' corpus contain 15,865 adult utterances. Of these,
5,953 were excluded completely from the final dataset due to their lack of usefulness
in learning grammatical categories. Examples of utterances that were removed are
described in the list below.
1. Single-word or single-phrase utterances. These utterances are traditional "in-
complete sentences". The reasoning behind their exclusion is that they either do
not carry any syntactic information (agreement words, addresses), or because it
is not clear how much syntactic information children are able to get from them
(answers, prompts). They fall into four categories:
" Utterances that consist only of agreement words, such as "yes", "no",
"&hmm", "thank you", etc. These do not carry any interesting syntactic
information, and would be usually be labeled as "UH" according to Penn
Treebank labeling conventions.
" Addresses, almost exclusively to the child, often to call his attention to
something he should not do (e.g. "Adam !"). The argument for this
exclusion is similar to the argument for agreement words. There is no
interesting syntactic information to be gained from these utterances, and
presumably the child knows the meaning of his own name (and has a very
good reference point).
" Prompts, either single words such as "what ?" and "where ?" or full
phrases but still not "complete" sentences, such as "what kind of toy ?".
The presence of these kinds of incomplete questions is problematic for a
linguistic theory that assumes that sentences must be full phrases. One ex-
planation is that the internal grammar allows these incomplete sentences.
However, it is important to note that these utterances are not that mean-
ingful in isolation; they require context. A better explanation would be
that the listener implicitly completes the sentence based on context and
previous utterances. This is the theory I accept for these utterances (with
the exception of "what", which can have another meaning along the lines of
"I didn't hear you, can you say that again?"). However, especially in early
transcripts, it is difficult to say whether the child is capable of filling in
the rest (for a discussion of limits on children's computation skills and the
possible advantage of this, see Newport (1990) and Elman (1993)). Even
if he is capable of doing this, we don't know exactly what form the final,
implied sentences take. If the child is in the process of setting parameters
as Yang (2004) suggests, for example, the filled-in form may not follow
English grammar rules. For this reason, these incomplete sentences are
excluded from the analysis. (There were some cases in which it was more
clear that the child filled these sentences in correctly; see section 3.1.2.)
* Answers to a question, for example "a dog." in response to "what is that?".
The argument for leaving these out is the same as the one for prompts.
Although using these utterances may actually help identify constituents
(most of these utterances are whole constituents, like noun phrases or
relative clauses), the fact that we don't know how the child is using them
excludes them from this particular analysis.
2. Repeats of the child's ungrammatical utterances. Often, an adult would repeat
the child's utterance back either because she wanted to confirm that this is what
the child actually said, or because she found it funny or astonishing. Often, the
repeated utterance would be incorrect due to mishearing. In these situations,
the child would either try to correct the adult or just ignore the statement.
3. Intentionally ungrammatical sentences. In one session, the mother and the
experimenters attempted to speak to the child in grossly ungrammatical sen-
tences, presumably to assess the state of the child's internal grammar. The
child ignored them.
4. Passages from books, if these passages were ungrammatical on their own. This
was most often the case if the adult would stop reading in order to let the child
finish the sentence, such as in a rhyme. Although it is reasonable to think that
the child may have learned some grammatical structures from repeated reads
of the book, often the child would either not respond to these prompts or say
something incorrect. Though there were times when it seems the child may have
been comprehending the sentence, all instances of these book prompts were left
out for consistency.
5. Echo questions. Echo questions are prompts to the listener to repeat their
previous statement because they speaker did not hear it correctly (e.g. "you did
what ?" or "you went where ?"). Since echo questions are generally non-fronted
wh-questions and therefore do not serve to teach the child any wh-fronting rules,
they were left out. Their prevalence in child-directed speech, however, may be
of interest to those studying English language acquisition and early child learner
errors
6. Any other ungrammatical adult utterances. Disfluencies, interruptions, and
transcription errors made some adult utterances incomprehensible; the child
did not seem to respond to any of these.
3.1.2 Edited Utterances
The utterances that were left in the input set were also edited from their original form.
In addition to removing speaker information, I also removed all pauses, marked with
"(.)" in the transcript. In some cases, removing these pauses resulted in two distinct
sentences (the decision to join them with a pause rather than splitting them into
two separate utterances seems to be an inconsistent transcription choice). Below are
other changes that were made to some of the utterances in the input set.
1. Disfluencies removed. Any disfluencies that did not break down the sentence
completely, such as "um" and "&hmm" were removed from the sentence.
2. Agreement words removed. Agreement words, as defined above, were removed.
3. Direct addresses removed. Under the assumption that the child was capable of
understanding that his name was separate from the meaning of the sentence,
these addresses were simply removed from each utterance. There is support for
this fact in some of the later transcripts. From adam1O: "URS: I don't need
any more (.) Adam .", "CHI: you're welcome ."; the child seems to understand
that Ursula is not referring to "more Adam".
4. Spelling errors corrected.
5. Abbreviated clitics split from words. This is the only way in which morphology
was separated from individual words in this dataset. Clitics such as 'm, 're, 's,
'ye, ',ll 'd and n't were made into separate words. The words to which they
Table 3.1: Examples of adult utterances which were completed during editing. The
words in square brackets were added in the final input set.
MOT: [do you] see that little boy ?
CHI: I do . (adam20)
MOT: there are lots of houses .
MOT: how many [houses] do you have ?
CHI: one (.) two (.) three . (adam30)
originally attached were left unaltered except in the case of can't, which became
can n't.
6. Utterances that should have been two utterances split accordingly. As hinted
above, the choice to join two clauses with a pause "(.)" rather than splitting
them across multiple utterances seems to be a convention in the Adam corpus
that was not always followed. For consistency, if two clauses were each complete
sentences, the utterance was split into two.
7. Utterances completed from context. As mentioned above in section 3.1.1, it
is possible that children implicitly "complete" incomplete utterances to create
whole sentences. If it was clear from context that the child understood the
complete version of the sentence, then words were added to put it in its complete
form. This was done more often in later transcripts, when the child was older.
See Table 3.1 for examples of words that were added.
3.2 Corpus Variables
Clustering was performed with a variety of parameters that controlled the number of
items to cluster, the nature of the context vector, and the similarity metrics used by
each algorithm.
3.2.1 Target Word Set
Target words are the words to be clustered, for which signatures and their correspond-
ing vectors are collected. In general, more frequent words have less noisy context
vectors and are easier to classify (Redington et al., 1998). The two target sets were:
the set of all word used at least 10 times in the corpus ("10andup", 785 words), and
the set of the top 200 most frequently used words ("top200"). Early experiments
with the set of words used at least 5 times and the full set of unique words showed
that these datasets were too noisy to be useful.
3.2.2 Context Vector
A word's context vector represents the distribution of the word's linearly adjacent
neighbors. For each context that the word appears in, counts are collected for each
word that occurs in the context. Depending on the strategy, these counts can be
combined or kept separate and concatenated later. The counts are converted into
vectors, with one dimension per context word in a particular position. Nouns, for
example, generally have high values in the "left 'the' " dimension.
For a word X in the context left 2 left1 X righti right 2 , a window-2, position-
sensitive context vector is constructed by concatenating the context vectors describing
the distribution of the words in position left2 , left1 , right1 , and right 2, in that order.
These small vectors in turn are all of length n, the size of the context word set. A
position i corresponds to the same word in each vector. The value at position i in each
vector is the number of times that this word was seen in the corresponding position
near this target word. The total length of this context vector is 4n.
The following are parameters for determining a strategy to form context vectors.
* Window size. This variable controls how many words to the left and right of
the target word are counted. In some early hierarchical experiments, I used
window sizes of 1, 2, and 8 words to either side; both 1 and 8 windows had
worse performance than the size 2 window. This mirrors the findings from
Redington et al. (1998), who found that, while accuracy increases with window
size, completeness decreases, and a window of size 2 strikes a good balance
between the two. For the hierarchical and K-Means experiments described
here, I used a window of size 2 exclusively. If the window exceeded the number
of words available, only the words which were present were counted. A word
tending to appear at the beginning of an utterance, then, could be recognized
by relatively low counts in the dimensions corresponding to preceding words.
Finally, in the substitution method, an asymmetrical window of size 3 was used:
2 words to the left and 1 word to the right. Originally, a range of window sizes
and shapes were going to be used for this method, but the results from this
window were poor enough to predict similarly poor performance with other
window sizes.
* Position sensitivity. In windows of size greater than 1, this variable determines
whether counts for words appearing at different distances from the target word
are counted separately or together. For a window of size 2, this amounts to
concatenating the sum, rather than the concatenation, of the two left vectors
and the two right vectors, resulting in a context vector of length 2n.
* Context word set. Similarly to the target word set, the context word set deter-
mines which words are counted. If a neighbor of the target word is not in the
context word set, it is not counted, and its presence is not included in the anal-
ysis. Following the finding by Redington et al. (1998) that optimal context sets
were smaller than the target word set, in these experiments the context set was
a subset of the target word set for both hierarchical clustering and K-Means.
There were two categories of context sets: all word in the corpus, and function
words only. Context vectors were created based on all words; only words ap-
pearing at least 5 times; only words appearing at least 10 times; and the top
200, 100, 50, and 25 most frequent words. There were 154 function words that
appeared at least 5 times in the corpus. Context vectors were created based on
all 154 function words, and the top 100, 50, and 25 most frequently occuring
function words.
3.3 Hierarchical Clustering Setup
For hierarchical clustering, several algorithm-specific variables were also tested.
" Distance between two points The distance metrics between two points were the
following: the Euclidean distance between the points; the Minkowski distance
with exponent 2; one minus the cosine of the included angle between the two
points; one minus the sample correlation between points (treated as sequences of
values); one minus the sample Spearman's rank correlation between observations
(treated as sequences of values); and one minus the Jaccard coefficient, which
is the percentage of nonzero coordinates that differ.
" Distance between two clusters The distance metrics between two clusters were
the following: the unweighted average distance between all the points; the single
smallest distance between any of the points; the inner squared distance (Ward);
and the weighted average distance.
" Cutoffs The optimal cutoffs for each were found experimentally, by finding the
top results for 4, 8, 20 and 40 categories, then evaluating these strategies at
cutoffs near the original cutoff value. Some unpromising methods (for example,
the Euclidean metric on the unscaled vectors) were not evaluated using the
second round.
3.4 K-Means Setup
For K-Means analysis, I tested several distance metrics and values of K. For both
the top200 and 10andup target word sets, I tried K = 4, 8, 20, 40. For 10andup, I
also tried K = 60 and K=80 due to a larger number of categories in the baseline for
level 1 (73 categories). The distance measure determines the way in which cluster
centroids are computed. The four distance measures I tested were: squared euclidean
distance (centroid is the means of all the points in the cluster); "city block" distance,
or the sum of absolute differences (centroid is the component-wise median of all the
Word Context
what BOS BOS PLC do
do BOS what PLC you
you what do PLC have
have do you PLC EOS
Table 3.2: Contexts yielded by the sentence "what do you have ?"
member points); one minus the cosine of the included angle between points (centroid
is the mean of all the member points, after normalizing points to unit length); one
minus the sample correlation between points (centroid is the component-wise mean of
the member points, after centering and normalizing to zero mean and unit standard
deviation).
3.5 Substitution-based Categorization Setup
For substitution-based clustering, I implemented a version of the idea from (Chomsky,
1955) that iteratively combines pairs of words with similarity greater than a predefined
threshold until no more such pairs exist. The algorithm proceeds in the following way.
First, all contexts are collected for each word; in these experiments, I used an
assymetrical window of 2 words on the left and 1 word on the right. If a word's position
in the utterance is such that there are not enough words to fill the entire window,
then a "BOS" (Beginning Of Sentence) of "EOS" (End Of Sentence) token is added
to fill the entire window. The word itself is left as a variable "PLC" (Placeholder).
An example of the kinds of contexts collected is given in Table 3.2.
I also limited the number of target and context words to the top200 set for both,
so only contexts for the top200 words were collected. In these contexts, all instances
of words that were not in the context set were replaced by the token "OOV" ("out
of vocabulary").
Once contexts are collected, pairwise similarities are computed for each pair of
target words. Similarity for two words, X and Y, is defined as the number of unique
contexts in which both X and Y have been observed, weighted by the frequency of
those contexts in the input, divided by the total number of unique contexts in which
either X or Y appear. This similarity measure ranges from 0 for words which do not
appear in any of the same contexts to 1 for words which appear in exactly the same
contexts and no others. Note that the denominator is greater than u(X U Y), since
u(X n Y) is counted twice. This restricts the similarity to the range [0,1].
. a . EneN(X,Y)P(njX)±p(njY)
similarity u(X)+u(Y)
Where:
N(X, Y) = the set of all unique contexts in which X and Y can both appear
p(nX) c(xn) the probability that the word X occurred in context n
c(X n n) = the number of times X was observed in context n
u(X) = the number of unique contexts in which X was observed
Then those pairs of words that have a similarity score greater than or equal to the
defined threshold are grouped together into one category. The transitive property
applies: if word pairs (X,Y) and (Y,Z) are both similar enough to be grouped together
at this round, the all three are grouped into a single category. This category is assigned
an arbitrary unique name, and each instance of all member words is replaced by the
class name. At the next iteration, the category name counts as a word token that
can be grouped into another category. Counts are collected again, and the grouping
process is repeated until no pair of tokens has a similarity greater than or equal to
the threshold.
Ideally, the algorithm would only need the similarity threshold value, which could
be tied to some cognitive idea of similarity. Unfortunately, in practice, the threshold
values that yield reasonable first-iteration results (a small number of highly related
clusters) tend not to yield any clusters on the second or third iteration. The reason
for this is that similarity values do not increase quickly enough with substitution to
sustain very many iterations. Because of this, I had to introduce a second parameter,
a multiplicative factor. This parameter determines the factor by which the threshold
similarity value is multiplied by at each iteration. By definition, a value of 1.0 does
not change the threshold similarity. In practice, a factor of about 0.5 tended to cause
grouping to continue until all words were grouped together. Values between 0.5 and
1.0 yielded decent results; the exact factor depended on the threshold similarity value.
For this clustering methods, I tested threshold values of 0.01, 0.011, 0.012, 0.013,
0.014, 0.015 and 0.02, and multiplicative factors 0.5, 0.7, 0.75, 0.8, 0.9 and 1.0.
3.6 Evaluation
All final clusters were evaluated against a "gold standard", or baseline, category set
using a goodness metric based on combined accuracy and completeness scores as
define in Redington et al. (1998).
3.6.1 Baseline Categories
The baseline syntactic categories were created by hand for the top200 and the 10andup
target word sets. For each set, there were 4 baseline category sets, or "levels". Level
1 was the finest (largest number of categories), and Level 4 was the coarsest (few
categories, only big syntactic distinctions). At the coarsest level, the top200 baseline
had 8 categories, and the 10andup had 6 categories. The categories for the top200
set are listed in Appendix A. The categories were not one-to-one, that is, words were
allowed to belong to more than one category. Thus the word "baby" was both a noun
and an adjective, and "open" was both a verb and an adjective, and "so" was both
an adverb and a subordinating conjunction.
There were two reasons why I did not use preset CHILDES or Penn Treebank
categories for evaluation. First, I wanted different and more fine-grained categories
for the level 1 baseline, such as nominative vs. accusative pronouns and transitive vs.
intransitive verbs. I did not care about verb tense, which both tagsets use. Second,
I wanted to have different baseline levels to test against, but there are no indications
of similarity between the tags in either tagset.
3.6.2 Accuracy and Completeness
These metrics are a version of precision and recall used by Redington et al. (1998).
Accuracy is defined as the proportion of pairs of items which are grouped together
in the generated categories which are also grouped together in the baseline. Com-
pleteness is defined as the proportion of pairs in the baseline which are also grouped
together in the generated categories. Borrowing the formalism from Redington et al.
(1998), the two measures are defined in the following way, where hits are pairs in
generated categories that are correctly grouped together, misses are pairs that are
separated when they should be grouped, and false alarms are pairs that should not
be grouped together:
AccuracyhitsAccuracy =hits+false alarms
Completeness = hitshits+misses
For baseline categories without homonyms, a maximum accuracy score of 1.0 can
be trivially achieved by a clustering algorithm that puts each word in its own cluster
(no false alarms). In these experiments, accuracy indeed increased as the number of
clusters decreased. Similarly, for baseline categories without homonyms, a maximum
completeness score of 1.0 can be achieved by an algorithm that puts all words in
one cluster (no misses). For the baseline sets I used in these experiments, maximum
accuracy was 0.913 for top200 and 0.954 for 10andup, and maximum completeness
was 0.483 for top200 and for 0.495 10andup (all values were obtained from hierarchical
clustering experiments; K-Means analysis had lower maximum values).
3.6.3 Weighted Metric and Manual Inspection
Accuracy and completeness are both informative metrics, but they must be viewed
together to get a complete picture of the goodness of a cluster, since maximum scores
for both measures represent degenerate groupings. Redington et al. (1998) used a
metric called informativeness which relies on measures of entropy but does not use
the accuracy and completeness values already computed, and may not be ideal for
the homonym case, in which probabilities of word pairs sum to more than 1. Instead,
I used a weighted metric that maximized both measures relative to their absolute
maximum and penalized large differences between them.
Goodness = (scaled accuracy + scaled completeness)/2 *
(1 - abs(scaled accuracy - scaled completeness))
Scaled accuracy and scaled completeness are the measured accuracy and com-
pleteness divided by the maximum possible accuracy and completeness obtained in
the data.
Intuitively, we expect a categorization with high accuracy and high completeness
to be the most optimal. A weighted average points us toward this situation, and
multiplying by a factor representing the difference between them penalizes the sub-
optimal case where one measure is high but the other is quite low. The top-scoring
categorizations according to this measure were then manually evaluated.
Chapter 4
Clustering Results
I tried three separate approaches: hierarchical clustering, K-Means analysis, and a
substitution method based on the ideas in (Chomsky, 1955). Each algorithm put
each word in exactly one category. I found that hierarchical clustering, using certain
parameters, was most effective at recovering the baseline syntactic categories, but
the other methods had certain strengths as well. The substitution method kept neat
distinctions between verbs with different subcategorization frames. Most hierarchical
clustering methods were also able to extract coherent clusters of prepositions. Across
all methods, categories corresponding to nouns and verbs were readily recovered. The
most difficult classes involved multi-category words; I discuss this problem in more
depth in section 5.2.
Results for each method are described below.
4.1 Hierarchical Clustering
There have been several attempts to use hierarchical clustering for unsupervised syn-
tactic category learning (Redington et al., 1998; Chan, 2008). These attempts have
had certain problems, most notably the need to find a suitable cutoff (since hierarchi-
cal clustering proceeds until all words are grouped into a single cluster). In the past,
this cutoff has been found experimentally, and to my knowledge, no unsupervised
method of finding the best cutoff has been found. Past hierarchical clustering work
has had some success in extracting groups of nouns and verbs (Chan, 2008; Clark,
2003), and some success in extracting adjectives (though often at the expense of verb
coherence) and very specific categories, such as cardinal numbers. In this work , I
found that even in this limited dataset, nouns and verbs are indeed easily found and
grouped together purely through distributional analysis of linear context. Some vari-
able settings were also able to distinguish nominative and accusative pronouns, along
with other nouns that tended to appear mostly as subjects or objects. Perhaps most
surprisingly, most runs also recovered coherent preposition clusters. The toughest
category was adverbs, which, due to the variety of phrase types they can modify,
have a wide distribution. The best-scoring methods and their results are discussed
below.
Overall, numeric results for the "10andup" and the "top200" target words sets
were very similar, as Figure 4.1 shows. Maximum accuracy was similar for all levels,
and maximum completeness for both sets was around 50% across the board. How-
ever, similar values for the weighted average metric did not translate to equally good
clusters. An example of a top scoring clustering for each set is given in in Tables 4.1
and 4.3.
Overall, there were several interesting overall trends in the performance of hier-
archical clustering. First, of the two target word sets tested, top200 and 10andup,
top200 produced better results by far (though this was not immediately apparent
from the scores). Though no intermediate sets were tested, these results seem to
imply that 10 occurrences are not enough to overcome noise and create reliable linear
distribution patterns (the least frequent word in the top200 set occurred 33 times).
This, in itself, shows that simple hierarchical clustering is not likely to be the only
measure children use when learning syntactic categories, since they are clearly ca-
pable of learning at least some categories with less exposure (for example, from the
answer to "what is that?"). However, the high performance of both target word sets
on several key categories, such as nouns, verbs, and certain function words like pro-
nouns and prepositions, implies that hierarchical clustering can at least be used as an
approximation to a more cognitively plausible phrase-level pattern-matching method.
Figure 4-1: Summary of weighted accuracy and completeness average scores for hierar-
chical clustering. The dashed line represents 10andup scores; the solid line represents
top200 scores.
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One possible reason for this discrepancy is the shape of the dendrogram created
by the top scoring strategy for each set. Figure 4.1 shows the two dendrograms
(starting at 40 discrete clusters) for the top-scoring strategies at level 2. The 10andup
dendrogram has a much more left-branching structure. While directionality of the
tree is arbitrary (it could very well have been right-branching), it is important to note
that the algorithm tends to make clustering decisions that link already large clusters
with small clusters and single points. In contrast, the top200 tree is more balanced,
with more intermediate-size clusters at every level. This is more consistent with an
intuitive understanding of word similarity; transitive verbs and intransitive verbs, for
example, should become large clusters by themselves before being linked together into
a larger "verb" cluster.
The most optimal results for the top200 set were for the level 2 baseline. By level
3, the clustering algorithm began to make dubious clustering choices, and by Level 4,
the algorithm, while keeping major open-class distinctions, seemed to lose the ability
to distinguish types of function words (see below).
Table 4.1 shows the top-scoring clusters for the top200 words, evaluated against
the level 2 baseline. Table 4.2 shows the top-scoring clusters evaluated against the
level 4 baseline.
At level 2, nouns, verbs, and adjectives were categorized very well. Auxiliary verbs
and modals mostly ended up in one separate category as well, and conjugations of
Figure 4-2: Dendrograms for the top-scoring level 2 strategies, starting at 40 cate-
gories.
(a) Dendrogram for 10andup target set, using 10andup as
context set, spearman point distance, average cluster distance
(b) Dendrogram for top200 target set, using fn1OO as context
set, spearman point distance, average cluster distance
Table 4.1: The best fit result to the Level 2 baseline. The clusters come from using
the top 100 most frequent words as smart context words. The distance metric is
one minus the sample Spearman's rank correlation between observations (treated as
sequences of values). The distances between clusters are measured using a weighted
average distance. 18 total clusters.
Category Members
Prepositions about at for from in of on with
Adjectives alright big broken funny good home little nice
"Be" 'm are 're is 's was were
Aux and Modals do does did has 've will 'll would wo 'd can could may might should goes went fell looks
Verbs ask be blow break draw dropped eat find get give got had have hit hurt know let like look make
need open pick play put read remember ride said saw say see show take tell think throw turn use
want write
People and Accusative Pronouns Ursula Cromer me him her yourself
People, Nominal Pronouns, Wh-words Daddy Mommy Adam I you she he we they where what how who why
Nouns baby bag ball book boy box car coffee cowboy doggie game hat head house man mouth nose other
pencil paper table tape train truck water
Adverbs, Conjunctions, Aux again first here maybe now so then there too and because but if when shall let+s
Prepositions, Adverbs, Conjunctions, Nouns around down over out up back off right or kind name part time way
Articles, Specifiers, Adverbs, Participles, a an the all another any some my your his just enough more very doing going looking finished not
etc. two anything
Follow "What" else happened
Follow "To" come go it one sit something that them these this those
"To" and "Not" to n't
"Many" many
"Things" things
??? careful floor
??? whose color
...... ............
Table 4.2: Best fit results to the Level 4 baseline. The clusters come from using the
top 100 most frequent function words as smart context words. The distance metric is
one minus the sample Spearman's rank correlation between observations (treated as
sequences of values). The distances between clusters are measured using a weighted
average distance. 5 total clusters.
Category Members
Verbs, Aux, Modals show looks find blow had should has do hit get read break know like did 've went play see are said
does goes got be wo let put throw could turn 'd pick ask open use would was tell hurt might eat
look ride will 're can were dropped have is say want need saw 'll make write take draw 's may fell
'm give remember think
People, Pronouns, Conjunctions, Preposi- Ursula over paper go Daddy tape hat them around game they now him name bag nose where
tions, Wh-words, Nouns because house back out what for I it let+s she we here water come box on about her cowboy of or
first this one down right table yourself from there Cromer too way pencil head boy but part baby
off with those he me kind these car up and then coffee something in if again maybe sit that when
how other truck you ball book shall who mouth why man doggie Mommy train so time at Adam
Prepositions, Adjectives, Possessive Pro- just all to going his big not doing some home n't looking enough little broken anything very
nouns, Adverbs another your two more finished my an funny good any nice alright a the
??? Icareful floor
??? Iwhose happened color things many else
the verb "be" were even in their own category. This particular method distinguished
nouns that take determiners from pronouns and people, which do not, and further
separated nominative pronouns from accusative pronouns. Names of people who
were more often agents were grouped with the nominative pronouns, and people
who were usually targets or experiencers were grouped with the accusative pronouns.
Prepositions that also act as verb particples (e.g. "pick up", "come down") tended to
be grouped with adverbs, which is reasonable; it is possible that some of these were
never observed as heads of prepositional phrases. Adverbs were the most problematic,
but this is largely due to the fact that many adverbs are actually multi-category words
(see section 5.2 for details). There were also a few surprising categories, such as the
two words that tended to follow the word "what" in the corpus. There were also two
categories that did not make much sense: "careful" was grouped with "floor", and
"whose" was grouped with "color". It's possible that this is the result of these words
tending to appear at sentence boundaries in this particular corpus.
At level 4, verbs were correctly grouped with auxiliaries and modals. Nouns,
pronouns, and names were also grouped together, but the category also contained a
large number of prepositions and conjunctions. Adjectives and determiners were also
correctly grouped, along with adverbs, which was the desired result for this level of
coarseness. Similarly to the level 2 results, prepositions that tend to appear as verb
particles were grouped along with adverbs. There was one additional surprising group
that consisted of most of the words that remained uncategorized at level 2. Again,
Table 4.3: Best fit results to the Level 2 baseline for 10andup. The clusters come
from using the full set of all words occuring at least 10 times as smart context words.
The distance metric is one minus the sample Spearman's rank correlation between
observations (treated as sequences of values). The distances between clusters are
measured using the average distance between points. 20 total clusters.
Category Members
Nouns school night
Nouns, Prepositions, Conjunctions chair milk nose kitty screwdriver spoon magic tricycle button bulldozer tea boots horn street rope
sun fingers bird water strong box boy shovel toys sugar more pencil door train baby hole word
room car airplane story song elephant briefcase watch ball man light truck basket egg top paper
broom lunch hands wagon name side house fish books cars place cheese feet toy shell part kind
tree bed breakfast microphone snow mouth letter pencils doggie dog face pennies stove shoe shoes
tape germs pocket bag lion seal racket hammer arm pictures finger men coffee key kitchen games
wheels point color table boat pocketbook circus fire gas else juice air purse shirt doctor things
same macaroni wheel hand supper anybody rocket money foot cup boot hat game trash garage
page people duck home bunny+rabbit pen knife noise rug cowboy of or puzzle long way head bus
record suitcase cake piece penny horse floor book picture time
People, Adjectives wrong fourteen HumptyDumpty last three
People, Nouns, Pronouns, Adverbs ice+cream today mine Perro recorder o+clock
Adjectives, 'ing' Verbs, Adverbs yellow sorry sitting very putting small tired eating making sharp hot playing cold still writing
better good bigger heavy doing hard looking red turning little too supposed turned talking dancing
so blue saying busy just going pretty drawing many taking been much finished careful fun sleeping
ready funny no yours behind other crying big laughing broken getting right tiny dirty called gone
really nice alright having
Verbs sleep go fall leave pretend even sing change wait pick makes put use throw live call tell hurt broke
hold fly ride work knocked give dropped want needs sit write remember talk help move fit mail
break drop tear mean try missed got guess ask wanted spill keep turn think open park took see
say have need seen saw screw take play show bring find hit get cry close said wear come fix walk
likes wants catch look make finish drink hang thought touch blow cut had has kick gave read know
press knock like lost be run burn step stand buy bite hear eat pull made taste tie draw push
Verbs, Auxiliaries, Adverbs says goes ever never must n't may looks might went could already came should only comes belong
've fell 'll 'd
Conjugations of 'be', 'not' not were are is was 're am 's 'm
Conjugations of 'happen' happened happens happening
Subordinating Conjunctions before while
Prepositions and Adverbs under from over through into out first away outside in anymore yesterday off yet around apart
back for either by on about down with up at again together
Wh-specifiers whose which
??? all Mr+Cromer to me did Paul what here let yourself would two this can my something how a
Ursula then them somebody Adam they now Robin let+s one another ShadowGay that Daddy
and any shall who nothing why Mommy enough do his him she where we wo those these will it if
perhaps I the Mother because some does David anything Bozo your her there Cromer but he us
an maybe when you
'new' and 'accident' new accident
'as' as
'bit' bit
'well' well
'almost' almost
'morning' morning
'stop' stop
their distribution in this particular corpus may be throwing off this grouping.
It is clear that the results for 10andup were not nearly as clean as the ones for the
top200 set. Though nouns and verbs were separated fairly well (at least from each
other), both sets of categories also contained many adverbs and prepositions. It was
odd to see that wh-specifiers were clustered separately from other determiners, but
that words like "Ursula", "a'', and "will" were clustered together in the large category
marked "???". The conclusion we can draw from the 10andup experiments seems to
be that 10 occurrences is not enough to clear out the considerable noise that exists
in the corpus.
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Figure 4-3: Summary of weighted accuracy and completeness average scores for K-
Means analysis with 4, 8, 20, 40, and 60 clusters. The dashed line represents 10andup
scores; the solid line represents top200 scores.
4.2 K-Means Analysis
A K-Means analysis was performed on the same target word sets and context word
sets as hierarchical clustering. The evaluation method was also the same weighted
accuracy/completeness measure. A summary of maximum weighted average scores,
maximum accuracy and maximum completeness for each level is given in figure 4.2.
Note that K-Means analysis for both the top200 and the 10andup target word set
had generally lower weighted average scores (compare to Figure 4.1a), mostly due
to higher accuracy scores. Although the major difference between the two is not
immediately apparent from the scores, Table 4.2 shows a sample clustering for level
2, which is on the whole less optimal than the corresponding clusters produced by the
hierarchical method. In these results, verbs are clearly grouped together, as are nouns
(though with a few adjectives). The major problem is the distribution of the other
clusters. This particular analysis at least seemed to find certain interesting groupings,
such as past-tense verbs and degree adverbs. However, the choice to group past-tense
verbs with auxiliaries, wh-adverbs with specifiers and quantifiers, and pronouns with
certain adverbs like "else" and "here", is questionable. The fact that auxiliaries and
names are split up among several different groups is also odd.
The main difference between these K-Means results and the hierarchical results is
that the categories here are close to the same size. There are no singleton clusters;
Category Merbers
Adverbs, Auxiliaries, Conjunctions, all at maybe now so are do did shall will would and because but for then when about from if in
Prepositions of on with
Nouns, Adjectives baby bag ball big book box boy car coffee cowboy doggie floor hat head house game man mouth
nose paper pencil table tape things train truck water way little nice other
Names, Pronouns, Nouns, Speci- Ursula to her him I me them they we you yourself anything something another any many more
fiers, Quantifiers, Adjectives, Wh- one two some these those your n't let+s careful how why
Adverbs, 'let+s'
Verbs be blow break come draw eat find have hit hurt get give go know let like look make need open
pick play put read remember ride say see show sit take think throw turn use want write
Auxiliaries, Verbs, Verb Particles, 's does has was wo goes looks around back down off out over up again first
Adverbs
Articles, Possessive Pronouns, Ad- a an the his my not broken funny good alright enough right too very home name part
jectives, Degree Adverbs, Nouns
Names, Pronouns, Wh-words, Adam Daddy Cromer Mommy he it she what where who whose color time kind that this else here
Nouns, Specifiers, Adverbs, Verbs, there is happened or
'or'
Auxiliaries, Modals, Verbs, Past- 'm 're 'll 'd 've had can could may might should were ask tell dropped fell finished said saw went
tense Verbs, Participles, 'just' doing going got looking just
Table 4.4: Best fit results to the Level 2 baseline for the top200 target word set.
The clusters come from using the top 25 most frequent function words as smart
context words. The distance metric is one minus the sample correlation between
points (treated as sequences of values). 8 total clusters (compare to 27 categories in
the baseline).
this was true for at least most of the experiments. This is the main thing that brings
down performance (specifically, completeness). The reason for this is simply due to
the nature of the implementation of K-Means used in this experiment. The built-in
MATLAB function minimizes the sum, over all clusters, of the within-cluster sums of
point-to-cluster-centroid distances. There is a built-in bias, no matter what distance
function is used, to have roughly equal-size clusters. Since this is clearly not the case
in language, which has both open and closed classes, a version of K-Means without
this bias would likely work better.
4.3 Substitution
This substitution clustering method was based on an idea presented in Chomsky
(1955). It is an attractive method because, like hierarchical clustering, it gives a
notion of a degree of grammaticality of a sentence; and unlike hierarchical clustering,
the cutoff can be defined by parameters in the model. The clustering simply stops
when the algorithm it determines that it cannot learn anything new.
This clustering method required the most manual tuning. As described in sec-
tion 3.5, I tested threshold values of 0.01, 0.011, 0.012, 0.013, 0.014, 0.015 and 0.02,
and multiplicative factors 0.5, 0.7, 0.75, 0.8, 0.9 and 1.0. Many of these combinations
Category Members
Nominative Pronouns and People I she they those we Adam Daddy Mommy
Accusative Pronouns and 'Ursula' him her me Ursula
Nouns and 'else' baby bag ball book box boy car coffee color cowboy doggie floor game hat head house kind
man more mouth name nose paper part pencil table tape things time train truck water way
else
Objects them anything
Auxiliaries and Modals 'd 'm 're 've are can could do did should were will would
Auxiliaries and Modals does is was wo
Auxiliaries and Modals and 'went', 'just' '11 had has might went just
Verbs break draw eat fell have know look looking make need open pick put said sit take think throw
turn use want write
Going Verbs come go
VP Adverbs first now so then
Transitive Verbs ask dropped give got hit let read saw show tell
CP Verbs find say see
Activities (Verbs) play ride
Participles and 'like' doing finished going like
Adjectives and 'enough' alright broken funny good home nice right enough
Size Adjectives big little
Determiners any his my some two your
Adverb-like words an many not too very
Location Adverbs and 'what' here there what
Prepositions/Verb Particles around back over up
Prepositions/Verb Particles down off out
Subordinating Conjunctions if when
'from' and 'or' from or
??? again goes yourself
777 because blow but Cromer how let+s may maybe remember shall these where who whose why
UNCATEGORIZED 's a about all and another at be careful for get happened he hurt in it looks n't of on one
other something that the this to with you
Table 4.5: Best substitution-strategy grouping as evaluated on level 2. The target
and context sets are the top200 words; the threshold similarity is 0.014 and the
multiplicative factor is 0.8.
yielded one of the two extremes, either failing to categorize a vast majority of words
(similarity too high), or grouping all words into one category (similarity too low).
None of these parameter settings was able to get a good, small set of clusters corre-
sponding to level 3 or level 4 categorization. However, I was able to find a few final
groupings that did well on level 2 and level 1 (all still failed to cluster some important
words). The best such grouping is given in Table 4.5.
This method caught some interesting nuances, such as "going" verbs and adjectives
related to size, as well as some subcategorization frame distinctions between verbs,
such as those verbs that take verb phrase arguments, those that take whole clauses,
and intransitive verbs (activities). Like the other methods, it generally grouped verbs,
nouns, and adjectives together. However, the large number of uncategorized words
that should be quite similar to other words in the groupings as well as the two "???"
clusters that don't seem to have much in common (probably due to a too-low level of
similarity at the last iteration) imply that this method will not work well in general.
Indeed, only a few of the parameter combinations yielded results similar to this one,
in contrast to hierarchical and K-Means clustering, which gave many high-scoring
results.
The difficulty of finding a good parameter setting for this method and the relatively
poor results seem to imply that this is not a promising method, at least in this
implementation. The best explanation for why this method did not work is because
practice, substitution cannot work well on a small dataset. As mentioned earlier in
section 3.5, the idea of substitution as a category test relies on the idea of which
things may be substituted, not which things are observed in the same contexts. It is
possible that, with a large enough dataset (for example, the 2.5 million word corpus
used by Redington et al. (1998)), this method may yield better results; for the 55,000
words in this input set, though, this method did not perform well.
Chapter 5
Discussion
Overall, none of the clustering strategies found syntactic categories that closely matched
the baseline. At the coarsest level, all methods made clustering choices that tended
to mix function words into existing noun, verb, and adjective categories rather than
keeping them separate.
However, for the best-scoring hierarchical methods, nouns, verbs, and adjectives
did stay separate even when clustering was stopped at only 5 clusters. At fine levels,
i.e. a larger number of final clusters, the experiments showed that certain categories
are more easily recoverable from linear distributional context than others. Prepo-
sitions were reliably separated from other categories, and prepositions that tend to
act as verb particles (e.g. "up" in "pick up") tended to be grouped with adverbs,
which was unexpected but reasonable. Auxiliaries were separated from other verbs,
and in one case, hierarchical clustering recovered all conjugations of the verb "be"
as a separate cluster. Names and pronouns were categorized separately from other
nouns, and nominative pronouns were separated from accusative ones. Substitution
was even able to recover verb categories by their subcategorization frames.
Importantly, though, none of the strategies seem to be on the correct track to
finding categories similar to human categories. In all cases, variable settings that
worked well for one baseline level often did not work well for others. While some
syntactic nuances are capable of being discovered by linear distributional context
methods, overall a method based on hierarchical structure and some knowledge of
syntax is more likely to succeed in the long run.
In this section, I analyze some possible reasons for why the methods tested in
these experiments did not recover human-like categories.
5.1 Problems With Methods
There are some changes to both the input data and the method used to cluster the
words that may improve results, but which were not fully explored in this paper.
The most obvious way of improving the results would be to use more input data.
While one of the goals of these experiments was to see what kind of syntactic categories
can be recovered with only a small set of input data, it is very possible that 9,911
utterances is not quite enough to even be considered a "small" input set. There are
20 more files available in the Adam corpus which could be edited and added to the
input set.
In addition, it is quite possible that the similarity measures used for hierarchical
and K-Means clustering were not well-suited to this type of data, and that better
methods exist. Recently, functions on histograms have gained some traction, and
perhaps other methods exist. Although the substitution method likely would not be
fixed by simply changing the minimum similarity and multiplicative factor parame-
ters, perhaps a different method of choosing a cutoff at each level (set number of clus-
ters, maximum entropy requirements) could work better. The substitution method
could probably also benefit from being able to cluster multi-word constituents.
Second, it may be that more optimal categorizations existed, but were not found
using the evaluation measure described in section 3.6. Using a different function of
accuracy and completeness, using entirely different evaluation measures, and using a
different baseline set (for example, based off previous tagging work on the CHILDES
corpus) could point the way to better categorizations.
5.2 Problems With Data
The most interesting problem, though, is that the data contains many multi-class
words. The nature of the data, and the structure we would like to be able to find, is
inherently resistant to the kinds of methods described here, which assign one category
to each word, and which do not distinguish between different uses of a word when
collecting contexts. Ideally, as I show below, we would like to find methods that
accept the ambiguity present in this task and are tailored to produce results that can
"split" words into separate tokens if there is motive to do so. The methods for doing
this are beyond the scope of this paper. Instead, below I describe in detail the nature
of the ambiguities in the data in the hopes that future work designing a multi-class
clustering algorithm will be able to use it.
5.2.1 Ambiguities in the Adam corpus
At a fine level, it is difficult to say whether the verb "eat" is transitive or intransitive.
It can act as both, and thus its final categorization with these strategies is completely
dependent on the type of input data the child hears. It is unclear what the solution
here should be. Is there a separate class of verbs that can act as both transitive and
intransitive? Is "eat" treated an intransitive verb that can act as a transitive one in
certain contexts? Or is "eat" actually two words, the act of eating and the act of
eating something, that happen to sound the same?
English in particular has relatively little morphology to mark the syntactic func-
tion of a word in the sentence. What morphology exists can signify many differ-
ent functions. For example, for many verbs, the past participle, passive, and past
tense forms are identical to the semantically related state-describing adjective (e.g.
"closed", as in "the window is closed", "the window has closed", "the window was
closed by Sam", and "Sam closed the window").
The problem gets worse with words that span very coarse categories. Most nouns
can act as adjectives, as in "baby dog", "train station" or "justice department". There
is also a set of verbs that can act as semantically related nouns, such as "bite", "nap",
word usages
'to' infinitive marker ("I'm going to play")
preposition ("I'm going to the house")
'what' wh-noun ("what do you like to do?")
subordinating conjunction ("I like what I do.")
wh-determiner ("what color is that?")
'that' specifier ("that house is nice.")
noun ("that is a nice house.")
subordinating conjunction (I think that you like it.)
'so' adverb ("that is so nice.")
subordinating conjunction ("this is here so you can play.")
'like' verb ("I like flowers.")
preposition ("those look like flowers")
subordinating conjunction ("you look like you afraid.")
Table 5.1: Examples of multi-category (ambiguous) words and some of their possible
usages.
and "throw", and a smaller set that can also be adjectives, such as "open". Finally,
English function words can take a number of very distinct syntactic categories. Some
example of these words are given in Table 5.1 along with examples of their different
usages.
Figure 5-1 shows how ambiguous words (black) are laid out with unambiguous
words (color-coded by category) in the edited input set used in these experiments.
The target word set is the top200 words, and the context word set is the top100
words. The graph shows the points laid out along the top 2 principal components out
of 400. For this analysis, ambiguity was defined at the coarsest level (level 4), so only
words that were ambiguous for large syntactic categories (such as Noun and Verb)
are marked as ambiguous. The color coding is as follows: green - nouns; red - verbs;
yellow - adjectives; magenta - adverbs; blue - others; black - ambiguous words.
Figure 5-2 and Figure 5-3 show exactly what these ambiguous words are and how
they relate to the centroids. Figure 5-3 is a close-up of the unlabeled portion of
Figure 5-2. Centroids of the major categories (Noun, Verb, Adjective, Adverb, and
Others) are in all capital letters, and were calculated using all of the words in each
category (including the ambiguous words).
From Figure 5-2, it is easy to see that the most problematic words belong to
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Figure 5-1: Positions of ambiguous and unambiguous words in the top 2 PCA com-
ponents.
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Figure 5-2: Labeled graph of input words along top 2 PCA components.
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Figure 5-3: Magnified and labeled section of graph of input words along top 2 PCA
components.
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many categories; "to", "that", and "what" are all described in Table 5.1. "'s" is a
token that can be either a shortened form of the auxiliary "is" or a possessive marker,
which follows completely different grammatical rules from other syntactic categories
in English. This dataset would benefit from an analysis that would be able to divide
these kinds of words into two or three tokens that would fall closer to the appropriate
centroids.
Figure 5-3 shows the problems that less drastically ambiguous words can cause.
The adverb centroid falls directly between the noun, adjective, and verb centroid (at
least in this analysis), a problem which is compounded by the fact that the ambiguous
adverbs ("all", "enough", "first", "right") fall closer to adjectives and verbs than to
adverbs. This supports the experiment findings that adverbs tended to be mixed into
all categories, since their distribution was more erratic due to the large number of
different token they can modify.
Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
The experiments described in this paper showed that certain syntactic categories can
be learned with distributional analysis. They also confirmed previous findings that
nouns and verbs are relatively easy to categorize using linear distributional context.
Each method, however, had its weaknesses. Most importantly, none of the methods
seemed to proceed to cluster words in the way a human might. In section 5.2, I
described the most problematic feature of the data: ambiguity. None of the methods
are designed to deal with words that could belong to multiple categories, and this
may be one of the main reasons why these methods will never give sufficiently good
results to model human syntactic categories. Still, there are many interesting and
potentially illuminating avenues for future work in distributional clustering on small
sets of child input data.
6.1 Future Work
The research described in this paper leaves a few questions open. In section 5.1, I
described possible ways to create better clusters using current data as well as possible
ways to find more optimal clusters in the current set. In section 5.2 I described in
detail the main issue that seemed to cause the current approaches to fail: ambiguity.
There has not been much work on addressing this problem (though see Clark (2003)).
To my knowledge, no one has tried the approach of giving the clustering algorithm
the option of "splitting" the word, or point in space, into a number of points that are
a better fit to the data. A maximum-likelihood approach seems like a good option
here, although it could be quite expensive computationally.
Another avenue of future work is to apply the same approach to other languages.
One issue with conclusions from this research is that it is only based on English data.
Ambiguity may play a significantly different role in other languages. Languages with
rich morphology may run into ambiguity problems less often, but the freer word order
that usually goes hand-in-hand with rich morphology may make data far too noisy
to use any linear models (though note that even free word order languages have a
typical order, and child-directed language is overwhelmingly of this form).
6.2 Extensions
Finally, this clustering work should be viewed as the first step in building a more
complete model of child language acquisition. There is evidence that vocabulary,
morphology, and grammar acquisition happen simultaneously. The knowledge of a
small set of words and their hypothesized syntactic categories based on linear distri-
butional analysis could be the basis for learning a simple syntax. This syntax could in
turn be used to identify hierarchical structures and propose multi-word constituents,
helping acquire more vocabulary. In reality, this is likely the way in which language is
acquired. A two-part system of this form using the most promising clustering method
is the ultimate goal of this and related work.
Appendix A
Gold Standard Categories
Table A. 1: Gold standard categories for top200, level 4: coarsest level. 8 categories
total.
Category Words
Possessive marker 's*
Infinitive Verb Marker to*
Conjunctions and but or because if when* where* how* why* that* so* like*
Prepositions up down in on out over off around of with at about from to* for
Nouns Ursula Adam Mommy Daddy Cromer name paper* pencil car time mouth doggie truck tape* ball
coffee book water boy floor bag cowboy game baby* man color house train* hat things nose head
box table home* back* kind* part anything something way yourself I he they we she you* it* what
who them me her him you* it*
Adverbs there here then now again first
5 
right* so* home* back* too maybe very enough* some* all* else
just why* where* how* when* n't not
Adjectives little big good nice funny broken first* finished* careful hurt* right* kind* open* paper* tape*
baby* train* back* alright one* two* finished* going doing looking your his my whose this those
these that* the a an more many all* enough* any other some* all* another
Verbs happened play* remember* write* blow
5 break* eat* read* draw* fell ride* get* got* sit* turn*
ask* like* dropped find see* write* want hit blow* need break* eat* read* pick throw use saw*
ride* get* got* hurt* take make open* put play* go goes went write* come draw* sit* look turn*
say said like* remember* think know see* saw* give show tell* ask* tell* let looks let+s is are 's*
're be was 'm were '11 would will wo 'd* do did does had has 've 'd* have may shall could might
should can
Table A.2: Gold standard categories for top200, level 3. 11 categories total.
Category Words
Articles, Specifiers, Determiners this those these that* the a an more many all* enough* any other some* all* another
Auxiliaries and Modals is are 's* 're be was 'm were 'll would will wo 'd* do did does had has 've 'd* have may shall could
might should can
Possessive marker 's*
Negation n't not
Infinitive Verb Marker to*
Conjunctions and but or because if when* where* how* why* that* so* like*
Prepositions up down in on out over off around of with at about from to* for
Nouns Ursula Adam Mommy Daddy Cromer name paper* pencil car time mouth doggie truck tape* ball
coffee book water boy floor bag cowboy game baby* man color house train* hat things nose head
box table home* back* kind* part anything something way yourself I he they we she you* it* what
who them me her him you* it*
Adverbs there here then now again first* right* so* home* back* too maybe very enough* some* all* else
just why* where* how* when*
Adjectives little big good nice funny broken first* finished* careful hurt* right* kind* open* paper* tape*
baby* train* back* alright one* two* finished* going doing looking your his my whose
Verbs happened play* remember* write* blow* break* eat* read* draw* fell ride* get* got* sit* turn*
ask* like* dropped find see* write* want hit blow* need break* eat* read* pick throw use saw*
ride* get* got* hurt* take make open* put play* go goes went write* come draw* sit* look turn*
say said like* remember* think know see* saw* give show tell* ask* tell* let looks let+s
Table A.3: Gold standard categories for top200, level 2. 27 categories total.
Category Words
Personal Pronouns: nominative I he they we she you* it* what who
Personal Pronouns: accusative them me her him you* it* yourself
Personal Pronouns: possessive your his my whose
Determiners this those these that* the a an
Quantifiers and Specifiers more many all* enough* any other some* all* another
Aux and Modals: Conjugations of 'be' is are 's* 're be was 'm were
Aux and Modals: Conjugations of 'will' and 'll would will wo 'd* may shall could might should can
modals
Aux and Modals: Conjugations of 'do' do did does
Aux and Modals: Conjugations of 'have' had has 've 'd* have
Possessive marker 's*
Negation n't not
Infinitive Verb Marker to*
Conjunction and but or because if when* where* how* why* that* so* like*
Prepositions up down in on out over off around of with at about from to* for
Nouns Ursula Adam Mommy Daddy Cromer name paper* pencil car time mouth doggie truck tape* ball
coffee book water boy floor bag cowboy game baby* man color house train* hat things nose head
box table home* back*
Nouns: Other Nouns kind* part anything something way
Adverbs there here then now again first* right* so* home* back* too maybe very enough* some* all*
Adverbs: Special Adverb-like Token else
Adverbs: Special Adverb-like Token just
Wh-adverbs why* where* how* when*
Adjectives little big good nice funny broken first* finished* careful hurt* right* kind* open* paper* tape*
baby* train* back* alright one* two* finished*
Present Participles going doing looking
Verbs: Intransitive happened play* remember* write* blow* break* eat* read* draw* fell ride* get* got* sit* turn*
Verbs: Transitive - Direct Object ask* like* dropped find see* write* want hit blow* need break* eat* read* pick throw use saw*
ride* get* got* hurt* take make open* put give show tell* ask* tell* let play* go goes went write*
come draw* sit* look turn*
Verbs: Transitive - Relative Clause say said like* remember* think know see* saw*
Verbs: Transitive - Special looks
Verbs: Special Verb-like Tokens let+s
Table A.4: Gold standard categories for top200, level 1: finest level. 41 categories
total.
Category Words
Personal Pronouns: nominative I he they we she you* it*
Wh-nouns what who
Personal Pronouns: accusative them me her him you* it"
Personal Pronouns: possessive your his my
Wh-possessive whose
Personal Pronouns: anaphors yourself
Determiners this those these that"
Articles the a an
Quantifiers more many all" enough*
Specifiers any other some" all" another
Auxiliaries and Modals: Conjugations of 'be' is are 's* 're he was 'm were
Auxiliaries and Modals: Conjugations of '11 would will wo
'will'
Auxiliaries and Modals: Conjugations of 'do' do did does
Auxiliaries and Modals: Conjugations of had has 'ye 'd" have
'have'
Auxiliaries and Modals: Other modals may shall could might should can
Possessive marker
Negation nt not
Infinitive Verb Marker to"
Coordinating Conjunction and hut or
Subordinating Conjunction hecause if when* where* how" why" that* so* like*
Prepositions: Can appear as particles (e.g. up down in on out over off around
'get up')
Prepositions: Cannot appear as particles of with at about from to* for
(e.g. *'you are at')
Nouns: Names Ursula Adam Mommy Daddy Cromer
Nouns: Concrete Nouns name paper* pencil car time mouth doggie truck tape* ball coffee hook water boy floor bag cowboy
game baby" man color house train" hat things nose head box table home* back*
Nouns: Other Nouns kind" part anything something way
Adverbs there here then now again first" right" so" home" back* too maybe very enough" some* all*
Special Adverb-like Token else
Special Adverb-like Token just
Wh-adverbs why" where" how* when"
Adjectives: Can Come Before Nouns (e.g. little big good nice funny broken first" finished" careful hurt" right" kind" open" paper" tape"
"the broken bone", "the bone is broken") baby" train" back"
Adjectives: Cannot Come Before Nouns (e.g. alright
*the alright boy")
Adjectives: Count Adjectives one two
Past Participles finished"
Present Participles going doing looking
Verbs: Intransitive happened play" remember* write" blow* break* eat" read" draw* fell ride" get* got* sit* turn"
Verbs: Transitive - Direct Object ask* like" dropped find see" write" want hit bluw* ieed break" eat" read* pick throw use saw
ride" get" got" hurt" take make open" put
Verbs: Transitive - Location/Manner play" go goes went write" come draw" sit" look turn"
Verbs: Transitive - Relative Clause say said like" remember" think know see" saw"
Verbs: Transitive - Indirect Object give show tell" ask" tell" let
Verbs: Transitive - Special looks
Verbs: Special Verb-like Tokens let+s
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